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Outline
▪ Background to (network) meta-analysis

▪ Methods for meta-analysis of multiple outcomes

▪ Some examples to illustrate the framework

–Competing risks

– Sequential outcomes

▪ Focus on principles, rather than methods

▪ Implications for practice
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Traditional Practice
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Decision problem
TREATMENTS AND OUTCOMES

▪ Often multiple treatments are of interest 

– Network meta-analysis methods now well established

▪ Usually multiple outcomes are also of interest

– Typically analysed separately

– But often these outcomes are measured in the same studies (on the same 
people) and there may be known relationships between them that we 
should capture
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What is Network Meta-analysis?
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Network meta-analysis

• The existence of “evidence loops” 
means that there is both DIRECT
evidence and INDIRECT evidence on 
the same contrast

• More data → estimates more 
precise, more robust (less sensitive 
to any one source of data)

• Possible, and indeed necessary, to 
check “consistency” of the direct and 
indirect evidence.



Network Meta-Analysis
▪ Can be very complex

▪ May include multi-arm trials
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Traditional Practice: Outcomes
▪ Primary and secondary outcomes identified a priori and analysed separately 

– ignores relationships in data

– uses data on the same patients multiple times 

– may lead to incoherent decisions as each analysis is typically done using a 
different set of studies.

BUT outcomes are often related

▪ Accounting for known relationships between outcomes in the synthesis:

– Uses all relevant evidence

– Increases precision of estimates

– Makes results easier to interpret

▪ Provides a coherent way to interpret the whole data
8



Best Practice: aggregate data
▪ A few examples in the literature already synthesise multiple, related, outcomes 
jointly, accounting for their logical relationships:

– PASI/ACR scales in arthritis and rheumatology

▪ Multivariate meta-analysis of multiple outcomes also presented in the 
literature

– typically uses the correlation in within- and between-study relative effects

– Advantageous when there is missing data and important if further joint 
modelling of multiple outcomes is required (eg health economics)

But, in some cases we know that the relationships in the data are more than ‘just’ 
correlation

▪ Some relationships can be directly accounted for by assuming mathematical 
relationships in the relative treatment effects
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Best Practice: IPD
▪ Relationships in the outcomes can be accounted for both within studies 
(typically correlations) and across relative treatment effects

▪ Depending on the known/assumed mathematical relationships across 
outcomes, can explore assumptions and make stronger inferences

▪ Methods currently rarely used, beyond multivariate meta-analysis

– Possibly due to complexity

– Lack of opportunity??

▪ Will focus on examples using aggregate data but note where IPD would be 
useful.
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Example
TREATMENTS FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA

11Value in Health 2010 Ades et al. (DOI: 10.1111/j.1524-4733.2010.00784.x) 

▪ 3 outcomes of interest:

– Relapse

– Discontinuation due to 
side effects

– Discontinuation for 
other reasons
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Competing Risks
▪ In each arm patients in remission are followed up for a specified time. 

▪ Patients can either relapse or withdraw due to adverse reactions or withdraw 
for other reasons.

▪ These are competing risks because, once any of these end-points is reached 
the others cannot be reached.

▪ All these outcomes were used in the economic model and reported in the 
same trials, measured on same patients

– there is an inherent correlation in the data which should be accounted for in the 
synthesis model

– helps ensure results are consistent

▪ By assigning a multinomial likelihood to the outcomes, we ensure their 
relationship is accounted for
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Chain of evidence relationships
ONE OUTCOME MUST FOLLOW ANOTHER

▪ Sometimes all that is known is that outcomes are correlated

But sometimes we know more…

▪ There may be a logical relationship in outcomes and relative effects that can be 
expressed mathematically and modelled

▪ For example, when outcomes are sequential
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Example
EARLY ONSET GROUP B STREPTOCOCCAL DISEASE (EOGBS)*

▪ EOGBS can occur in babies born to mothers colonised by GBS, passed onto the neonates 
during labour

– GBS colonisation causes no symptoms to mother 

– However, EOGBS in neonates can be very serious: 

• EOGBS occurs in 4.3 per 10,000 births and is associated with high rates of meningitis, 
encephalopathy and neonatal mortality

• ~12.1% of EOGBS cases are fatal and  ~12 % of EOGBS results in severe disabilities

16*Anwer, Ades, Dias RSM 2019 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/jrsm.1380



EOGBS evidence

▪ Randomised controlled trials have studied the efficacy of Intra-partum 
Antibiotic Prophylaxis (IAP) at preventing EOGBS, but report different outcomes:

– Neonatal Colonisation

– EOGBS disease

– Neonatal Mortality

– Combinations of these outcomes

▪ Newborns can only develop EOGBS if they are colonised by the bacteria. This is 
only possible if the mother was colonised by GBS.  

▪ Outcomes have a conditional and sequential structure.
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EOGBS: Model

18The transitions between the states would be referred to as 1 ->2, 1->3 and 2->3



Maternal 

Colonisation

(1)

Neonatal 

Colonisation

(2)

EOGBS

(3)

Study Placebo IAP Placebo IAP Placebo IAP

1. Boyer (1982) 82 69 46 2 4 0

2. Boyer (1983) 37 43 13 1 1 0

3. Matorras (1991) 56 54 24 2 3 0

4. Easmon (1983) 49 38 17 0

5. Yow (1979) 24 34 14 0

6. Morales (1986) 128 135 59 0 2 0

7. Tuppurainen (1989) 111 88 4 1

8. Boyer (1986) 79 85 40 8 5 0

EOGBS: Data
FROM LITERATURE REVIEW
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EOGBS
PRIMARY VS SECONDARY OUTCOMES
▪ It is can be argued that mortality is the most relevant patient outcome and therefore should 
be the ‘primary’ outcome for synthesis

– But evidence on mortality is very sparse
– Cochrane Review (Ohlsson, 2014) concluded that “there is a lack of evidence… to 

recommend IAP”: one trial where there were 0/85 deaths in the IAP arm, and 2/79 
deaths in the control arm

▪ However, we know that mortality from EOGBS can only occur if the baby has developed 
EOGBS disease
▪ The treatment is designed to stop the disease developing in the first place by one of two 
mechanisms:

1. Preventing colonisation or
2. Preventing full blown EOGBS disease once baby colonised

▪ IAP is not expected to have a direct effect on mortality once EOGBS disease develops 
▪ Assess effects on first 3 states only
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EOGBS: conditional events
FORMALISING KNOWN RELATIONSHIPS

▪ Data is in the form of numbers ‘transitioning’ from one state to the next

▪ 1 -> 2 data neonatal GBS colonisation, given mother colonised

▪ 2 -> 3 data EOGBS, given neonatal colonisation (which only happens if mother 
colonised)

▪ 1 -> 3 data EOGBS, given mother colonised

▪ Conditioning done at the level of the data (within-trial)

▪ BUT there is also a relationship implied in the relative risks for each transition 
which can be formalised mathematically… and checked statistically
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EOGBS: Results
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EOGBS: notes on results
▪ IAP has a very strong effect on preventing EOGBS

– reducing the risk by 97.4% (87.0%, 99.8%) in neonates born to colonised 
mothers

▪ Most of this effect occurs by preventing colonisation in newborns (1 -> 2)

 IAP primarily ‘treats’ EOGBS disease by preventing newborn colonisation

▪ No evidence that IAP has an (additional) effect on preventing EOGBS in 
colonised newborns (2 -> 3)

▪ Because there is ‘redundant’ evidence (direct and indirect on RR for 
transitions) we were also able to check for evidence conflict

– Node-split Bayesian p-value = 0.154 (no evidence of conflict)

▪ Current clinical consensus to give IAP to women positive for GBS
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The ‘lost’ evidence
▪ EOGBS is quite rare
▪ Most trials are small
▪ By selecting mortality as the primary outcome most of the evidence of IAP is ‘lost’ 
to conventional meta-analysis methods 

– due to zero cells and small numbers of trials
– Adding 0.5 to zero cells biases results towards ‘no effect’

▪ By incorporating all the evidence we can show that the effect of IAP is to reduce 
neonatal colonisation which in turn will reduce mortality (from EOGBS) and disability

– May say the evidence is ‘indirect’, but still very relevant due to logical chain of 
events

– A conservative assumption is that the effect of IAP on mortality is at least as 
good as its effect on EOBGS disease in the newborn.

▪ Collecting IPD may allow inclusion of early outcomes not reported in studies
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Conclusions – part 1
▪ Often have 

– Different – but related – outcomes
– Similar outcomes on different instruments

• Standardised mean difference often to pool evidence used but is a poor summary 
measure

• Can use relationships within studies that report outcomes measured on multiple 
instruments → IPD extremely valuable

– Same outcomes at different times
• Within-study relationships for trials reporting at multiple time points: time-course 

models → ideally have IPD
• Between-study relationships: relative effects for closer time points more similar than 

those further apart?

▪ May require more complex synthesis models
▪ Requires validation of clinical plausibility of models 

– Role for clinicians in statistical modelling
26



Conclusions – part 2
▪ Traditional view of outcomes as primary and secondary discourages joint analysis 
and modelling of relationships

– Ignores early outcomes (eg EOGBS) and discards evidence

▪ However, some of these relationships are known or can be reasonably assumed 
and can be incorporated in the synthesis model to 

– give more precision

– ensure results are more robust and consistent

– offer scientific insights

– allow assumptions to be checked

▪ Availability of IPD can allow exploration of more complex within-study relationships 
and inclusion of non-reported outcomes, strengthening inferences further

▪ Assumption of relationship between outcomes should be checked empirically, with 
clinical experts and statistically (by assessing model fit)
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